SCALGO Live as an analysis tool

Alarm, alarm!
The sea level is rising!
Several municipalities and water utilities use SCALGO Live to analyze,
plan and communicate the initiatives and consequences of a rising sea
level as part of the emergency plan during storm surges.
On the 4th of January 2017, the southern
part of Denmark were hit by a storm surge.
The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI)
announced that the water level would rise to
1,8 m above normal levels. This activated the
emergency management agency, the water
utility and the authority in both Sønderborg
and Køge. In relation to the storm surge,
they used SCALGO Live to conduct analyses, emergency plans and communication
to the citizens.

Establishing contemporary barriers
In order to reduce potential damage during
the storm surge, KLAR Water Utility used
SCALGO Live, in collaboration with several
municipalities, to investigate the effect of
contemporary barriers. Thereafter, water
tubes were placed where the effect was
greatest, and thereby, they ensured that the
limited emergency resources were placed
optimally.

Communicating with citizens
Monitoring the critical infrastructure
During the storm surge, Sønderborg Water
Utility focused on securing facilities like e.g.,
pumping stations. This was investigated in
SCALGO Live by comparing the location
of the facilities and a visualization of which
sea-level rise would place the facility in risk
of flooding. The endangered facilities were
shut down to reduce the risk of overloading
treatment plants and avoid the damage of
a sludge escape.

Analyses in SCALGO Live shows the maximum
flooded area at any chosen water level. By
using these analyses and the prognoses
from DMI, Sønderborg municipality was able
to estimate the flooded area to the citizens
and use the analyses to guide the citizens to
e.g., find an optimal locations for sandbags.
Sønderborg Municipality established a 24/7
hotline where concerned citizens could call,
and they announced the flooding prognoses
on different social media. Both initiatives were
supported by the analyses in SCALGO Live.

SCALGO Live
helped with
–– Communicating with citizens
–– Planning emergency initiatives
–– Assessing the risk of the 		
announced storm surge

“ The most useful
part of SCALGO Live,
during the Storm
surge, were that you
could, very quickly,
change the terrain and
update your scenarios”
Ditte Marie Reinholdt Jensen
KLAR Water Utility
(Now DTU Enviroment)
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Sea-level rise

With the sea-level rise analysis, KLAR Water Utility
and Køge Municipality could see that the maximum
flooded area would be by Køge Harbor where
the sea level would rise 1,6m. This meant that the
entire northeast neighborhood where in risk of
being flooded via infiltration of a nearby inlet.

Editing the terrain

An obvious precaution was to close the nearby
inlet, so that the sea could not access the road.
The scenario was tested in SCALGO Live and by
a sea-level rise of 1,6m, a neighborhood was now
protected against flooding.

“SCALGO provided new
possibilities in dynamic planning
and consequence analysis.
Now we, in few minutes, are able
to update flood maps according
to where we block watercourses”
Ditte Marie Reinholdt Jensen
KLAR Water Utility (now DTU Enviroment)

Critical Points
During the storm, analysis showed that Køge
Habor could have been flooded if the sea level
were just 7 cm higher. Knowning the infiltration
location would therefore have been very useful.
After the storm surge had passed, SCALGO added
an analysis called Critical Point. This analysis locates
the critical points where sea infiltration may occur.
This analysis is very useful during storm surges
and at Køge Habor, it would have located the
infiltration points east of the barrier and across the
road where the watercourse passes beneath. In
future storm surges, this tool will be able to locate
the critical points where smaller barriers will have a
large effect.
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